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You’re starving, broke, with a meagre meal before you. A thin patty dressed in papery 
onions, damp lettuce and a soggy sheet of cheese, all between two cardboard buns. It's
paired with a clay mug of watery ale. It's the lack of aroma that concerns you, as if win 
dex was cast upon it.

You grimace and grab the ‘meat’ wafer, not bothering to remove your gauntlets; leather 
sweat may actually improve the flavor.

“Halt!” a velvet gloved hand slaps the ‘burger’ out of your mitts where it splotches on the
wall. 

“What the Hell? I needed that.” 'Need' is up for debate but your tummy growls firmly on 
'any food is good food' side of it.

The burger slayer is an officious looking man in a black cloak, the clasp of which is a 
steel fugu fish.

“That tripe is not for you.” He says in a shrill, highfaluten tone. You’re just about to 
destroy him when he signals two other fugu acolytes to sweep away your ale and place 
before you a covered silver dish and an ivory flagon of honey mead. You catch the whiff 
of something lovely and roasty.

Mr. Fugu lifts the lid, your eyes go wide and your mouth waters.  On a china plate is 
chopped lamb and spiced carrots. The succulent dish sizzles.

You seize knife and fork and dig in, ripping through the meal like a shark on seal.

The tender lamb has a brilliant melody of seasoning and gravy. The carrots are cooked 
to perfection. Your meal is gone in seconds and you top it off by draining the honey 
mead in one go; it goes down sweet and smooth.

Now finished you lean back on your chair and rap your tummy. “That was awesome. 
You may live. What's your business?”

“I represent His Holiness Father Friar, High Priest of King Ron God of Food and Death. 

He wishes to hire you, Djana the Blue Wanderer, as a security for the 8th Annual 
Immortal Chef Contest. Travel to Castle Cohles Teral before week’s end and you will 
find a most lucrative job.”

You cross your arms and flash him a sly grin. “Gentlemen, you have yourselves a 
Dracul.”



Introduction

This is a short freebie solo adventure book for my Fate Core setting Dragon Trinity 
Crash. To Find out more go here: 
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/machineage/apotheosis-drive-x-a-fate-powered-
mecha-rpg or here: http://taoofchall.wordpress.com/category/role-playing-games/dragon-

trinity-crash/ . If you backed the ADX kickstarter 
(https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/machineage/apotheosis-drive-x-a-fate-powered-mecha-
rpg) for $10 or more you'll get tons of other DTC goodness in the anthology.

To play this book you'll need to be familiar with Fate Accelerated. You can find it here: 
http://www.evilhat.com/home/fae/ . Seriously, if you don't have it, get it, it's awesome.

Where You Are

The beginning was a vast, empty, void. The first light came as a flash of three cosmic 
forces converging. Sea, land, and sky swirled out of nothing as a vortex of creation. A 
mammoth fire ignited and became the sun, mass gathered into spheres and danced 
around it. Life germinated in the seas and rolled out like a great blanket across our 
entire world. This primal chaos roared, the Emperor of Hurricanes, for billions of years.

When it had finally slowed, when our ancestors stared up at the sky with the longing 
question that sparked the first sentient thought, the Holy Trinity appeared: Typhon, his 
jade shoulders larger than mountains. Tiamat, her shimmering, azure scales like a wall 
that kept in the sea. Bahamut, his golden wings hanging like clouds across the horizon. 
The Three stood over their creation and they knew it was good.

Sadly, this shining moment was not to last.

Typhon stepped on Bahamut’s tail. Bahamut yelped and electro-zotted Tiamat. Tiamat 
snaked around and delivered Typhon a big old backhand.

The three have been bickering ever since.

Dragon Trinity Crash is a High Fantasy setting that doesn't take itself at all seriously. 
You'll find all the tropes here; they're embraced and mocked. Elves are arrogant and 
snooty, adventurers destroy property values, and dragons fly around like they rule the 
place; because, really, whose going to stop them?

You won't find a lot of grit in this book. It's fantasy with soft serve ice cream and an 
extremely low infant mortality rate. There is magic and danger around every corner,  but
it'll get you with awesome spells, terrifying monsters and ridiculous traps as opposed to, 
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say. . ., dysentery.

DTC is Hajmie Kanzaka's Slayers mixed with Clamp's Magic Knights Rayearth, lightly 
spiced with inspiration from Neil Gaiman and Douglas Addams.

Who You Are

You are Djana the Blue Wanderer; known for your custom sky blue plate mail, your 
powerful magic, your dragon armour and your ruthless focus on whatever job you're on. 
When you drift into town everyone takes notice and trembles. At least that's what you're 
aiming for.

You try to be professional, you try to be intimidating but the world's full of idiots. In your 
career you've dealt with everything from tofu elementals to bovine pirates. It's just your 
fate to run into the ludicrous; in this world of comedy and tears you're the straight 
woman.

Stressed patience notwithstanding you are a force to be reckoned with. Here magic is 
king and you have it. Simple spells deal with all sorts of pesky problems; from 
brightening your whites, to grilling your brisket, to annihilating muscle bound thugs 
wielding zweildhanders. You not only have spells but are an expert sorcerer with a 
reputation for using power like a bad ass.

Beyond all this you have dragon armour. When pressed you can summon a mystic 
mech to stomp your enemies. The word for your kind is 'Dracul' though some prefer the 
term 'we are screwed.' Very few individuals can summon dragon armour, it requires a 
special connection with the Big Three that's determined at birth.

As for appearances you're a short, athletic Half-Elf with boyish brown hair and intense 
brown eyes. You could pull off cute, though mostly you pull off exasperated. Donned in 
blue plate, held aloft of on currents of shimmering power, purple cape fluttering; you can
be most intimidating.

A common longsword is strapped to your hip, just in case.

Xalladale is your dragon armour. She's a two story bipedal draconic figure constructed 
out of ivory and gold. While piloting you float in her stone heart, a hallow chamber on 
whose polished surface you have a 360 degree view of your surroundings. With 
Xalladale at your command you can level armies but be warned: you can only summon 
her for one conflict in this adventure book; once said conflict is over you best hope you 
won't need her again.



The Little Details

Starting Aspects

You start with one Aspect: 

High Concept: Mysterious Blue Sky Wanderer [MBSW]. This covers your experience as 
a merc, your ‘draculness’ and your blue plate mail. It also covers that 'mysterious dracul 
for hire' shtick you've got going.

You have a Trouble Aspect but you don't need to write it down, it has no effect 
mechanically since Fate Points are gained in a different fashion with these rules. If you 
must know your Trouble Aspect is “Surrounded By Idiots”. You're the straight woman 
and everyone else's a goof. Have fun.

Starting Approaches

The scope of this adventure book is rather limited so we’re only using three 
Approaches: Clever, Forceful and Quick. Assign Good [+3] to one, Fair [+2] to the other 
and Average [+1] to the last.

Starting Stress and Fate Points

Pick a difficulty; this will determine your starting Stress, Fate Points and Refresh.

 Easy: You hate starting over. 5 Stress, 5 Starting Fate Points, Refresh: 
3.

 Normal: You want a challenge but not outright death. 3 Stress, 3 Starting 
Fate Points, Refresh: 2.

 Hard: You will die. 1 Stress, 1 Starting Fate Point, Refresh 1.

Pick Spells

Rather than choosing Stunts, pick from the following list of spells. You’ll chose three; 
two Tier 1 and one Tier 2. Each  Spell comes with a title, when it can be used, how it 
works and a description of its manifestation on your dragon armour (more on that in the 
Dragon Armour section). Each also has a chant, shouting them won’t get you anything 
rules-wise but it will drive away your co-workers so you can enjoy this book in peace.



Tier 1

Ice Rip - Use In Conflicts - 

This spell generates short swords made of ice, they are sharp enough to cut through 
steel. You can fire them from your open palm or clutch them for dual wielding slicey 
action. 

You gain a +1 bonus in combat conflicts. Really, the only reason not to cast Ice Rip is if 
you have a bigger spell in mind.

On Xalladale this spell manifests as wrist mounted ice bolt launchers.

Chant: 

Blizzard bear your jagged claw.
Rip into the foe, his blood you draw.
ICE RIP!

Bless Ease -Use Any Time But Only Once -

A basic healing spell, it’ll remove all sorts of scrapes, cuts and bruises plus give you that
warm glow.

You can cast this spell once during this adventure. When you do recover all your Stress.

On Xalladale this spell takes the form of a golden self-repair matrix 

Chant:

You which under whose gaze we all grew.
Touch my soul and let my body renew.
BLESS EASE!

Haze Shift – Use In Overcomes or Conflicts With [LQ] Aspect Code-

Grants a sudden burst of speed; for moment you’re a blur. Handy for perusing and 
striking targets. 

Cast this spell to gain the Lightning Quick [LQ] Aspect.

On Xalladale Haze Shift takes the form of manoeuvre jets.

Chant



In this time of dire need.
Mother of Sea grant me speed.
HAZE SHIFT!

Tier 2

Thunder Lance -Use In Conflicts-

You fire a bolt of lightning from your open palm.

Gain +1 to your current combat roll, if you succeed your foe takes 2 Stress as opposed 
to 1. If you attack with this spell more than once in a Conflict you take 1 Stress per extra
casting.

On Xalladale Thunder Lance takes the form of twin shoulder mounted lightning blasters.

Chant

You who walk on clouds, the Golden Sun Lord
I call upon our pact, into me your strength pour.
Golden, dancing fire snake through the channels of my will.
To pierce, char, shake and kill.
THUNDER LANCE! 

Heaven Rise -Use In Overcomes Or Conflicts With [A] Aspect Code- 

This spell grants wingless flight, how cool is that?

When casting this spell you gain the Airborne [A] Aspect. Also, this spell will allow you to
succeed on some overcomes without a roll, the specific section will tell you when this is 
the case.

On Xalladale Heaven Rise is a set of golden wings, complete with fully functioning 
VTOL jets.

Chant

Great Sky, all look to you in awe.

To your cloudy fields all aspirations draw.

So I break my bonds with this dismal land.

To achieve flight and in your presence stand.

HEAVEN RISE!



How To Play

Start on section 1 and follow where your choices take you. Sometimes you'll need to roll
dice, when this happens, with FAE in mind, use the following rules.

Actions

You'll mostly face Overcomes. Dealing with them simple, roll the listed Approach, if you 
match or beat the Target Number you succeed, if not you fail.

If you're about to fail you can invoke one or more of your Aspects. Which ones? Look to 
the Aspect Codes underneath the Overcome. What are Aspect Codes? Remember 
Mysterious Blue Sky Wanderer [MBSW]? [MBSW] is its Aspect Code. I use it as short 
form for what Aspects are applicable to what actions.

Example:

Djana needs to leap across a ravine, your section lists the Overcome as:

Overcome: Forceful VS Fair [2]

[SA] [NIT] [LQ]

If you have Heaven Rise you simply succeed.

Succeed!

Turn to 21.

Fail! 

Turn to 4.

You didn't give Dejana Heaven Rise so you'll have to roll. Her Forceful is Fair [+2], you 
roll a -1 and get Average [+1]. Looks like it's Section4ville for Dejana. However, while 
you don't have the Star Athlete [SA] or Lightning Quick [LQ] Aspects you have picked 
up Ninja In Training [NIT] and have a Fate Point. You spend it, choose to add 2 and 
your new result is Good [+3]; good enough to send Dejana to the coveted Section 21.

Gaining Aspects and Fate Points

Certain sections will award you Aspects. When this happens simply write them and their
codes down on your sheet (Download a  FAE sheet or write your own) and award 
yourself your Refresh in Fate Points.  



Yes, you are correct; this isn't how one normally gains Aspects and Fate Points, but it's 
good enough for this book.

Conflicts

Conflicts are like Overcomes but with a Stress Track. Roll the mentioned Approach 
(usually Forceful) and if you succeed the Conflict loses 1 Stress. If you fail you lose 1 
Stress. Keep going until you Win (the conflict takes Stress and has no more Stress to 
lose) or Lose (you take Stress and have no more Stress to lose).

Yes, this is different from normal FAE where the the difference between your result and 
your enemy matters. What's also different is you don't recover stress until you cast 
Bless Ease or a Section says so' that's just how the cookie crumbles. Finally, there is no
Attack or Defence roll here, just one straight result to see whose bringing the pain.

While the Conflict rages feel free to imagine its epicness in your mind. I find that wincing
when Dejana loses Stress and yelling 'Ha! You suck!” when she wins will effectively 
drive away your roomates.

Example: 

Dejana runs into a Coco Demon!

Conflict! Forceful VS Mediocre [0] Stress: O 

[MBSW] [LQ] [BS]

Lose!

The Coco Demon trounces you and serves you up in a hot mug of death. Your 
adventure ends here. 

Start over!

Win! 

Turn to 9.

You roll her Forceful for a result of Great [4]. The Coco Demon loses 1 Stress, Dejana 
has smote him a palatable hit! However, she still needs 1 more success to win. You roll 



again with a Poor [-1] result. Dejana loses 1 of her 3 Stress! Ouch, his marshmallow 
claws burn with scalding chocolate. You roll again, oh no another Poor[-1]. This time 
you spend a Fate Point and invoke Dejana's Breakfast Sword [BS] Aspect. The Coco 
Demon has no more Stress to lose, her milky blade hacks off its head and she's free to 
continue to Section 9.

Spells

Magic is a part of you. Spells are specific applications of said magic, you know a scarce 
few but they're powerful and you'll learn more over time. You're so comfortable with your
spells that you only need to point, shout. and bam! You won't lose any 'MP', nor will you 
inexplicably forget your spell. Spell-casting’s easy, you've had plenty of practice. 

We'll just not mention the Hands to Penguins Incident of '04.

Rules-wise your spells may help you out with Overcomes, Conflicts and recovering 
Stress.

Overcomes

If an Overcome has [LQ] or [A] you'll be able to cast Haze Shift or Heaven Rise to aid 
you. If both of these appear and you have both spells only pick one to use. In either 
case you'll get a Free Invoke on your spell's Aspect. If you cast that same spell on 
another Overcome down the road that one Free Invoke will refresh.

In rare cases access to Heaven's Rise will allow you to beat an Overcome without even 
rolling. While it should be obvious when this applies, I.E.: you're reaching for something 
on a very high shelf, this kind auto-success will be spelled out specifically in the 
Overcome. If not then flight won't auto-solve it.

Conflicts

Each roll of a Conflict can be aided by no more than one spell. 

How this works with -Use In Conflict- spells are already, ahem, spelled out in the spell 
descriptions.  

As for Haze Shift and Heaven Rise, think of each roll like an Overcome:

• The Conflict must list the proper Aspect Code.



• Your Free Invoke only counts for 1 roll in said Conflict. After that might as well 
switch to another Spell or keep your current one so as to Invoke the Aspect again
with a Fate Point.

• You cannot combine your Free Invokes with each other or another spell.

Recover Stress

Bless Ease; as per its description you can cast it once per adventure to recover all of 
your Stress. Of course, if you fail horribly and need to start the book over this 'one 
casting' refreshes.

If you're in a section with an Overcome you may cast Bless Ease first to heal your 
Stress, and then whatever other spell you want to help with your Overcome.

If you're in a Conflict casting Bless Ease counts as your one spell for that roll. However, 
if you win said Conflict, and you haven't already cast Bless Ease, you can do so before 
turning to the next section.

Example: 

To catch a supernaturally quick ninja Dejana must beat:

Overcome Quick VS Superb [+5]

[LQ], [A]

Both Haze Shift (with Lighting Quick [LQ]) and Heaven Rise (with Airborne[A]) could 
help. However, even if Dejana has both spells she can only cast one to help her with 
this Overcome.

You roll, Invoke [LQ], catch the Ninja, and now it is ON.

Conflict! Forceful VS Good [3] Stress O, O

 [MBSM] [LQ] [BS]

Dejana's Freeze Fang spell can come into play and, since [LQ] is part of this mix, she 
can use Haze shift as well. However, she can't use both in the same roll. In that regard 



Dejana will cast Haze Shift first, to make use of her one Free Invoke, and then switch to
Freeze Fang for the rest of the Conflict.

Dragon Armour

You can summon Xalladale for any one Conflict in this adventure book, once said 
Conflict is ended Xalladale vanishes and you won't be able to summon her again until 
the next book or you start over on this one. If you summon Xalladale for a Conflict 
without the word 'Mecha' beside its Stress Track then you simply win, the Conflict's 
Stress and difficulty mean nothing. On the other hand if the Conflict does have Mecha 
Stress and you have already summoned Xalladale then you lose without even getting a 
roll, you're auto squished.

If you summon Xalladale for a Conflict with Mecha Stress you can then proceed 
normally. Your spells will manifest as weapons, armour and features but rules-wise 
they'll function the same. Xalladale has her own Stress Track: OOO, use that rather 
than your personal one. When Xalladale's hit your stress tracks are unharmed, however
if she takes Stress that her track can't handle you still lose no matter what your personal
Stress is at.

And That's It
Don't worry about Creating Advantages, Consequences, Compelling Aspects and so 
forth... I'd have loved to include them in this game but they all fall out of scope. 

The simpler the better.

So, without further adieu, here's section 1: 



1
Before you is castle Cohles Teral. The 'central fortress' is a huge, rectangular thing 
constructed out of brown brick. The roof is red, shingled and shaped like a blocky hat. 
The windows are large, rectangular and evenly spaced all the way up to five stories. A 
set of stairs leads to golden archways that are barred by colossal red, double doors.

Melodious chanting rises up from within to greet the lunch time hour.

“Hard tack

BLTS

Salty fries with gravy

Fish and chips

A hamburger

A cheeseburger

A Taffy Meal. . .”

You pause, yes the Guild has vouched for the followers of King Ron, but this seems 
rather... stupid.

“Madam, may I help you?”

You jump to find a fugu priest at your side. 

You clear your throat, regain your composure and say “Yes, I have an appointment with 
Father Friar.”

The fugu man looks you up and down. “Ah, Dejana, you are expected. This way 
please.”

He leads you through a side entrance, up a several flights of stairs and into a central, 
windowless chamber. It's lit with a roaring fireplace. On a shadowy throne sits a 
shadowy figure surrounded by a small shadowy crowd.

“And we have our final contestant. Welcome Blue Wanderer, so pleased you could 
make it.” His voice is strangely hallow.



“Contestant?” You ask, “you must be mistaken. I'm here for a job.”

The man on the throne claps, braziers suddenly light up .

Father Friar is a rake thin man in a red suit and clown shoes. He wears a rubber mask 
of a king whose smile is just plain eerie. 

You recognize the crowd around him.

The first group is dressed as fancy dining servers, however they're buff and armed with 
broadswords, axes and heavy maces. The Viking Waiters, an up and coming merc guild
known for serving pain.

The second group are dressed as clowns and carry knives, cleavers and bombs. You've
heard of them too, the Jugglers. They're also rising stars, known for being fun and 
furious.

Father Friar spreads his hands magnanimously, “And you will have it, if you can beat 
this lot.”

Your eyes narrow.

You waste these chumps. Turn to 21.

Forget it, they're not worth your time. Turn to 3.

2
Whoever you're currently talking to or dealing with. . .his/her face suddenly warps and 
he/she becomes impossibly tall and twisted. You notice another person walking in place,
in the middle of the air. A high pitched staccato whine fills the air and you suddenly fall 
through the game map.

As you watch your world vanish into the void you regret that your player has turned to a 
page you should never have been able to get to.



You have fallen into a glitch.

Start over.

3
“I'm out of here.” You say with disgust. You spin on your heel, cape flourishing and storm
towards the exit.

“Hold! You haven't left a tip.”

“Time for a tilt-a-whirl of pain! He he he he hah!”

You hear them charge, you turn and shoot them 'the look'.

Overcome Forceful VS Good [3]

[MBSW]

Fail!

Glaring is not a viable defence. They stomp you flat before you can react.

Start over.

Succeed!

Apparently glaring is a viable defence.

This happens every time, you try to be professional and you end up working for a 
nonsensical employer with preposterous demands.  You have better things to do than 
fight these losers for free.

Your eyes hold a cold steel, your lips are in a tight frown, you stand at ready, the air 
shimmers around you with the power of the Dragon Trinity.

Your wall of fear stops both groups in their tracks.



“Ahem, we'll leave you to your table miss.” The Viking Waiters beat a hasty but 
professional retreat. 

“Oh we weren't going to attack you. Heh, no, we just wanted to... do this! Lah, lah, 
laaah!” The Jugglers form a human pyramid, with juggling, and slink away.

Gain the True Bad Ass [TBA] Aspect.

You huff and turn to go.

“W-wait.” calls the Father.

You're out the door.

“I'll double your pay.”

You stop, then hold out your hand. “The contract, let's see it.”

He hands you the scroll. You look it over disdainfully. 

Your jaw drops when get to the part about compensation.

You turn, seize the offered quill and sign immediately, suddenly all smiles.

“Pleasure working for you sir.”

Turn to 5.

4
The mustachioed dragon fire chef bothers you but he seems to have his beast under 
control, for now. Therefore you walk amongst the tables.

You sweep past the Orc's, under his fedora you recognize him.



“Dejana.” He says with a pleasant smile and tip of his hat.

“Emanuel.” you greet with a touch two fingers to your temple.

“When you are done, we'll talk business yes?”

“Paladin infestation?”

He laughs, “They are like rats yes? We'll talk after your work.”

You drift past the Butterdell table, the Halfings sample their meals with the attention of 
jewellers. One waves dismissively, “Wander, carry on.”

You do.

At that moment you catch something in the corner of your eye. An Elven noblewoman 
pulling something from under her table. The way she moves just hits you wrong, you 
instinctively step into a fighting stance and it's good you do.

A score of well dressed Humans and Elves suddenly brandish swords and shields, you 
recognize the heraldry on the shields: the heart and torch of the Knights of Saint 
Cardiac!

“Priest of the Foul God! You shall pay for your crimes!”

“Dejana show them no mercy.” calls back the hollow voice.

You narrow your eyes, a job's a job. It's their bad luck having to cross you.

Conflict Quick VS Good [3] Stress O O

[MBSW] [TBA] [LQ] [A]

Lose!



They cut you down. 

Start Over.

Win!

If you won by summoning Xalladale turn to 23, otherwise. . .

Turn to 9.

5

“Ladies and gentlemen, let the 8th Annual Immortal Chef contest begin!” Even amplified 
with a sounding wand Father Friar's voice is still hallow. Nevertheless the crowd cheers 
wildly.

Standing a third floor balcony you have a bird's eye view of the Grand Hall of Cohles 
Teral. The floor and walls are checkered marble in shades of dark and light red. Spaced 
out are 12 soapstone stoves with chimneys rising like columns to the roof. Each stove 
has a circular station. Their fires provide heat and light to the hall. A breeze blows 
through gargoyle mouths spaced evenly along the walls to ensure the diners have a 
comfortable experience.

The diners sit at round tables draped in red cloth. They're mostly Human and Elven 
nobility; dressed in finery and acting ever so elegant.   An Orc mobster, surrounded by 
goons, sits in a shadowy corner. At centre are a group of serious looking Halflings; the 
dreaded Butterdell critics. The hum drum of the crowd is cordial and pleasant.

At each stove stands a busy chef. A four armed cyclops dices mushrooms and tips them
into a sizzling pan. A cultured, dark skinned Elven sorceress cracks three eggs with 
mystic force and fries them with a sizzler spell. A goth princess tosses a risotto. A 
Minotaur barbeques steak. A man with an impossibly long moustache and goatee pokes
his adolescent dragon who fries up his blacked catfish (yep, you're going to have to 
watch that one). And so on and so on...

The roasting smell of meat and vegetables is mouth watering.

Father Friar sits on a throne, on a stone dais, in the centre of it all. Beside him, on a 



raised table, is a open mahogany chest. It holds a single golden peach. The peach's 
luster is beyond compare, just looking at makes you hunger for it's sweet goodness; and
there is nothing sweeter, one bite and you'll live 1000 years without no fear of age or 
disease. This prize, this peach of immortality, gives this contest its namesake.

You tear your gaze away and descend the long spiralling stairway to get a closer look at
the contestants and crowd. 

Keeping the peace is your job after all.

Overcome Clever VS. . .

[MBSW]

Average [1] or lower: turn to 12.

Fair [2] to Great [4]: turn to 4.

Superb [5] or greater: turn to 20.

6
Within moments DD is out the door. 

As soon as she steps into the moonlight she cries “Moon Vanish!”, bites a scroll through
her mask, and simply disappears.

You skid to a halt in the courtyard and curse. You've seen her use this spell before, 
she's in the clear.

You step back into the hall to find fugu priests cleaning the eldritch mess Dr. Disguise 
left behind. The crowd is abuzz.

“Enough.” commands Father Friar, calming everyone. To you he asks “Will she be a 
further nuance?”

You shake your head. “DD teleported out of here, the spell she used is designed to 



bring her to a safe spot far away. We wont' hear form her again tonight.”

“Excellent.” Father Friar answers sounding pleased.

“Let the contest continue.”

Turn to 8.

7
“Out of the way!” You rush up on a table and leap at the dragon!

Conflict! Forceful VS Great [4] Stress O O

[MBSW], [TBA], [LQ]

If you win by summoning Xalladale turn to 23.

Lose!

You're dragon chow. 

Start over.

Win!

The dragon reels from your attack and you lunge in for the kill.

“Wilbert, no, Ieeeeee!” You send the dragon fire chef, who leaped into your blow, flying!

The dragon lets out a hall shaking roar.

Conflict! Quick VS Great [4] Stress -

[MBSW], [ITK], [LQ], [A]

• First Roll: Wibert attacks with fire breath of rage!  Add +4 to his difficulty 
and if you get hit you suffer 2 Stress.

• Second Roll and Beyond: Just use his normal difficulty.

Lose!



You're charred and/or ripped to shreds. 

Start over.

Win! 

You strike the dragon down and fall to one knee panting for breath.

The crowd cheers. The Elf and Cyclopes help you to your feet. The Fugu priests gather 
to drag the dragon's corpse away.

The dragon fire chef lays bleeding and sobbing wretchedly.

“To your tables everyone.” Father Friar calls out. “Excellent work as always Djana. 
Brothers take the dragon fire chef to the infirmary. He has lost this round but he will not 
be embraced. He has suffered enough.”

The chef is put on a stretcher, as he's carried away his tear filled gaze locks with yours. 
“Cruse you! I shall have my revenge!” He's carried out of the hall but you still hear one 
more “Reeeveenge!” from him.

Gain the Dragon Slayer [DS] Aspect. 

Turn to 22.

8
The  remaining two chefs have finished their creations. Fugu priests serve Vaso's pho 
and  Ceridwen's Wellingtons to the house. Both dishes are also brought to Father Friar.

The house digs in and is pleased. They smile and whisper to each other. The Butterdale
Halflings even shed joyous tears. 

You see Father Friar take a spoonful of pho, he raises it to his mask and the savoury 
broth and noodles vanish. 

“Wonderful, just wonderful.” He chimes.



He spears a slice of Wellington, brings it to his mask and it vanishes. He suddenly 
freezes. One of his priests taps him lightly on the shoulder and he snaps out of it.

Clearing his voice he stands and the hall falls silent.

“Ladies and gentlemen. It is a hard decision, the hardest I've ever had to make.”

Everyone leans forward. Vaso is jittery, Ceridwen stands proud and confident.

“The winner of the 8th Annual  Immortal Chef Competition is, Vaso.”

The crowd goes wild, Vaso jumps up and down for joy. Ceridwen pales in horror and 
holds her counter for support.

If you have [ITK], [IHTRF] or [ITHOL] Aspects, you'r esuspicious enough to 
investigate. 

In that regard, if you wish to, turn to 26.

If you don't have these aspects or you simply don't care if something shifty's 
going on, turn to 29

 

9
A dozen Knights of St. Cardiac lay scattered across the hall, their shields broken with 
the force of your magic. Regretfully a few tables were destroyed and some guests fled. 
The chefs paused their work to duck or gape. The rest of the patrons are speechless.

You exhale slowly, the heat shimmer of your magic fades.  

The silence is cut by the slow clap of Father Friar's gloved hands. “Excellent. This is 
exactly what I'm paying you for, what a rare treat.

Ladies and gentlemen, Dejana the Blue Wanderer, our saviour.”



The the patrons stand and applaud.

Blind fear, furious rage, grudging respect; these you're used to. Adulation on the other 
hand? You blush and quickly and awkwardly bow. 

“Thanks folks. I-I'll be here all night.” You flee while the fugu priests clean up the mess.

After freshening up you return to find Father Friar in the middle of another 
announcement.

“It is with great solemnity I announce the our first brother.”  He holds a card in hand. The
hall is silent. The guests watch with bated breath. The chefs look absolutely terrified.

“Dobrogost Kadri.”

A Human, with a head as bald as a cue ball, suddenly leaps over his counter and flees. .
. right into the waiting arms of three fugu priests.

“N-no! There must be some mistake! My food was good. My food was gooood!” He cries
as the priests drag him towards the dais.

The guests watch with fascinated horror. The remaining chefs look relieved but turn 
their away.

“Our guests have judged your dish the worst of twelve.” Father Friar holds a steel fugu 
medallion and when the struggling chef is brought to his feet he jabs it it swiftly into the 
crux of his neck; Dobrogost's cries are cut short.

The fugu priests let him go and, to your surprise,  he stands tall and relaxed .

“There, much better?”

“Yes.” Dobrogost answers in a chilling calm.



“Welcome to the fold. Follow your brothers and they will have you outfitted.” He then 
turns to the hall. “Let the contest continue. The chef who wins achieves immortality but 
fear not, those who fail will find family and glorious purpose.”

The guests and chefs cheer somberly. 

You watch Dobrogost follow his 'brother's', his gait and demeanour a little too much like 
theirs. 

You feel a pat on your arm, you turn to see an elderly guest smiling sadly, as if you are 
her favourite niece. “Pay him no mind deary. No one's forced him to enter and he knew 
the risk.”

You clear your throat. “O-of course.” Despite freaky evil vibes you signed a contract and 
contracts are sacred.

“That's a good girl.”

The evening continues, food is served and six more chefs are embraced.  Some 
struggle as mightily as the first, others are stoic, a few are reduced to tears. However, 
once the fugu is attached they all come gleefully into the fold. 

Seven meals in total and none of the guests look anywhere near close to getting full. 
The chefs show fatigue but the prize and the punishment keep them chopping and 
cooking.

Eventually the good Father gestures you over. A little apprehensive you ascend the dais
to stand at his side.

He raises his hands and the hall quiets.

“Seven have joined us, five remain. The stakes couldn't be higher. Let us break. Return 
in 15 minutes and you, my fine guests, will taste delicacies flavoured by sweetest 
desperation.” 

The guests applaud, the chefs bow and the hall devolves into cordial chaos.



“You must be starving.” The Father says to you aside.

You are famished, you've been watching people eat all night on an empty stomach.

“Feel free to partake of our general fare, it's in the courtyard but you'll need to be quick 
to get it. 

On the other hand I'm sure one of the contestant chefs will sell you a dinner.

It'll be expensive.” He touches the side of his mask's nose. “Most of them will be leaving
a family behind after all.”

His joke makes you sick to your soul but your visceral hunger overcomes it. 

Where do you want to eat?

The general fare? Turn to 11.

Purchase a dinner from one of the contestants. Turn to 28.

10
You are certain the creme brulee on Ceridwen's counter is as powerful as any artifact.

“Sorry.” you mutter as you seize it and toss it directly at the freed dragon.

Overcome! Quick VS Average [1]

[ITK] [IHTRF]

Fail!

Custard splats on the side of Wilbert's face.

“Hey!” Ceridwen fumes.



You have no time to deal with her outrage, the dragon snarls and attacks! 

Turn to 7.

Success!

The dish goes straight into the dragon's maw. Wilbert snaps his jaws and. . . suddenly 
sits on his haunches a glossy sheen in his reptilian eyes, he makes a pleasant whine 
and you swear you see a smile on his face.

Ceridwen glowers at you. You drop 10 gold on her counter.

“At ease,” adds Father Friar, “you are safe, one as already volunteered for 
embracement.”

“Thank you my good Father.” Says the Elf with a curtsy.

“As for you.”

“Eh?” asks the dragon fire chef, who is hugging his Wilbert's neck.

“Welcome to the fold.”

A few panicked sputterings later and the chef proudly wears the fugu.

“Take your pet to the stables.”

“Yes your Holiness.” The chef attaches a new collar on Wilbert and guides the zenned 
out dragon out the hall.

“Guests to your seats, chefs to your stations. Let the contest continue.”

Turn to 22.

11



A full belly's better with a full purse. You leap off the dais and make your way to the 
courtyard. The rest of the guests cleared out in an instant and now fugu priests rush to 
clean up and reset the Great Hall.

You step through the open, red, double doors and are immediately dumbfounded.

At the far end of the courtyard are shoddy wooden tables . On these are plain, thin 
hamburgers stacked five feet high, a wall of mediocrity. At the end of each table are 
gaudy yellow kegs.

The entire crowd of guests are there as an angry, hungry mass before it. Nobles, 
guards, Humans, Elves, and Halflings jostle and yell at each other to get ahead. Behind 
the tables fugu priests hand out burgers and pour syrupy orange drink.

After having such lovely meals how can they eat that trash? How can they even still be 
hungry?

You then notice the wall of burgers is diminishing rapidly. Your growling stomach drives 
you to action!

Overcome Forceful VS Great [4]

[MBSW] [TBA] 

If you have Heaven Rise you fly over the crowd, thus winning without having to 
roll.

Fail!

You throw yourself into the mass of squirming, shouting, and biting. Finally you push 
your way to the front.. .

The crowd has already left with burgers. The tables before you are empty. A fugu priest 
gives you a sympathetic shrug.

You moan and your stomach growls. You sulk your way back to the keep. 

Turn to 18.



Succeed!

You kick, punch, and shove your way through the crowd; or simply fly if you have 
Heaven Rise.

Regardless you get there and snatch 5 burgers and an extra large orange sludge. You 
then flight, or fly, you way out of the crowd and devour your meal. It's gone in seconds 
and your belly is finally silent and satisfied. You lean on the keep and find yourself 
remember fondly the greediest moments of your childhood.

The hungry crowd, having finished their burger pablum, meanders back into the keep.

“Can't wait for the next helping, I'm starving.” you overhear one of the Elves say.

Odd, you rap your tummy. You're not starving but you're not full either. You could still 
eat.

You shrug and re-enter the Grand Hall.

Turn to 18.

12
“You fool! I am a master dragon fire chef, I assure you my pet is completely under my 
control.”

“Regardless,” you say evenly, “unless you're using his flame, muzzle him.” 

You hold out the oven-mitt muzzle for emphasis.

“I will not muzzle Wilbert, his is like my own son!” The moustached man hugs the neck 
of his dragon. 'Wilbert's' reptilian yellow eyes stare balefully at you, he turns his head 
and his forked tongue tastes the air in the direction of the guests.

You feel an aneurism coming on, “Muzzle. Now.”

“Non, It shall not...eeyagh!”



You catch the startled look in the chef's eyes. You spin around just in time, a sword 
misses and cuts into the counter.

“Yaaagh!” you shriek as you see the tip of another blade thrusts for your face.

Overcome Quick VS Superb [5]

[MBSW]

Fail! 

Loose 1 Stress. 

If you can afford said Stress then you all you suffer is an artistic cheek cut. 

If you can't you're stabbed to death. 

Start Over

Succeed!

You duck the blade.

Continue!

Out of nowhere a score of the Human and Elven guests have drawn swords and 
shields. You recognize the heart and torch heraldry on said shields; the Knights of St. 
Cardiac!

They're rushing Father Friar and you're in the way!

Conflict Quick VS Good [3] Stress O O

[MBSW] [TBA] [LQ] [AB]

Lose!

They cut you down. 



Start over.

Win! 

If you won by summoning Xalladale turn to 23, otherwise. . .

Turn to 9

13
You know something's up, just not what and that infuriates you.

The guests are on the edge of their seats.

Vaso's counter is arrayed with three dozen bowls of savoury, hot beef pho.  His four 
hands are sprinkling the final seasonings.

Ceridwen's counter is bedecked in beef Wellingtons, each dish a wonderful warm flaky 
brown. She's pulling the final ones from her oven.

Katrine's counter holds a single, but huge, layer cake with sea blue frosting. It's 
decorated thoroughly with bright red cherries. She's carefully placing the last few ones.

You clench your fists and grit your teeth. You know 'it's' coming, you can feel 'it' but from 
who and where?

The Butterdale table! The Halfing's are too smug. No, you stop your march, they're 
critics they're supposed to be smug.

That cocky looking elf in the green dress. She's eyeing you! You storm over. She locks 
gazes and taps her teeth pointedly, abashed you pick the food from yours.

Father Friar! It's prefect, he must be the one. . .

Before you continue on this insane path an “Ah ah hem.” cuts through the noise of the 
crowd.



All eyes turn to Katrine. The Selkie's standing on top of a tall ladder holding a single 
cherry. She smiles at the crowd, reaches under her bangs and to everyone's shock 
unzips her human skin all the way down past her seal half.

Standing in her place is someone you've worked with before, a true guildee 
professional, its too bad you're on opposing jobs; she's short, wears black scrubs and a 
surgical mask. Doctor Disguise!

“The Knights of Saint Cardiac send their regards.” She drops the cherry on the cake.

Suddenly blood red lines connect the cherries forming hideous constellations. The ripple
of magic is thick enough for the doctor to beat a hasty retreat.

“Sorry Dejana.” she says as she flees.

“You owe me a drink DD.” you shout back.

Then you yell. “Everyone out of the hall!” 

The crowd panics and obliges, rushing past you in a terrified wave. The fugu priests 
vanish and Father Firar beats a hasty retreat.

The cake meanwhile melts and morphs. It grows, nearly touching the ceiling and 
completely enveloping the stove. It turns green, taffy batwings burst from its back, 
licorice tendrils fall from its mouth, its limbs form powerful and strong. Its cherry eyes 
stare at you balefully. 

Overcome Forceful VS Superb [5]

[MBSW] [TBA] [IHTRF] [DS]

Fail!

You suffer 2 Stress. If you can't afford this your sanity is lost and you become a giggling 
loon; start over.

Success!



You slap your forehead.

Cakethulu? Really? Why can't you ever find a normal job?

Continue!

The beast smashes the castle wall with its great fist, mortar and bricks fall, if you hadn't 
ordered the crowd out there would have been deaths.

“Guess I don't have to worry about wrecking the place.” you mutter dryly.

You throw out your arms and mystic energy ripples around you rising up like a column to
the heavens. You close your eyes and chant, your voice echoing with power:

“You who wings span inky sky and encompass stars.

Whose gaze sees all no matter how afar.

Bring forth your thunder, whose din terrifies evil hearts.

I call forth your child to rip and tear villains apart.

Great Dragon who seeks Blood heed my call.

Power of Xalladale be mine!”

Lighting strikes around you, your eyes open and shine with golden electricity. You float 
on currents of magic and a tornado howls around you, its force driving Cakethulu back 
(and rocketing the straggler Vaso through the wall). There is a flash and a tremendous 
roar. Standing in your place is Xalladale. 

Inside Xalladale's stone heart you smirk at Cakethulu.  You and Xalladale gesture, 
welcoming the coming battle 

“Bring it ugly.”

Conflict Forceful VS Great [4] Mecha Stress O O O

[MBSW] [TBA] [DS] [LQ]

• First Roll: Cakethulu exhales taffy breath! His difficulty goes up by +1.

• Second Roll: If you were hit in the first roll you are covered in thick, sticky, 
taffy and Cakethulu's difficulty goes up by +2 for the rest of the fight. If you 



won the first roll you continue the Conflict as normal.

Lose!

Cakethulu eats Xalladale for lunch and storms out into the world.

Start over.

Win!

Turn to 24.

14
The second round of the finals is as intense as the first. Cyclopes, Selkie, dragon fire 
chef and Elf compose a sympathy of succulence. Fugu priests clear away old plates 
and cutlery for new. The guests watch entranced.

You stay apart, leaning against a wall, your gaze sweeping over the entire event.

Then a sound you've been dreading reaches your ears, the shriek of stressed metal and
the dragon fire chef crying “Wilbert no!”

The chained dragon brakes free, roars and shoots flames high into the air. All bear 
witness in a horrified fascination.

You must act now to prevent catastrophe.

Slay the dragon, turn to 7.

If you have the [IHTRF] Aspect an idea strikes you on how to stop this non-
violently. If you choose to try it turn to 10.

15
You outpace the doctor and slide in front of the exit.

She skids to a halt in a fighting stance. “The Knights of Saint Cardiac send their 



regards.” Her voice, mysterious and cool.

A heat shimmer of power rises around you, “Alright, here's my regards.”

Conflict! Forceful VS Fair [2] Stress O

[MBSW] [TBA[ [LQ] 

• First roll: She throws a scalpel volley at you! Her difficulty goes up +1, and 
if she hits you take 2 Stress. 

• Second roll and beyond: Fight as normal.

Lose

DD has successfully ninjaed you. She walks off Scott-free and you'll be needing a 
hospital. 

Start over.

Win!

DD crumples in the face of your prowess. The crowd applauds. Remember kids 
Sorcerer > Ninja and Pirate.

Before the good doctor slides into unconsciousness she says “Dejana... must not trust...
Father Friar... he is... dishonourable.”

Normally you'd have a flippant reply but this worries you. You've worked with DD, if 
anyone knows honour it's her.

When the fugu priests grab her you say “Take her to a healer. She's a guildee, even on 
opposite jobs we take care of our own.”

They glance up at the Father who asks “Will she be a further problem?”

You shake your head. “No way. I won so she won't try again.”

“Take her to Brightwick. Let the contest continue.”



You go back to your post, musing worriedly on DD's warning.

Turn to 8.

16
You follow Corrine's advice and watch the contestants closely, very closely indeed.

Vaso's counter is arrayed with three dozen bowls of savoury, hot beef pho.  His four 
hands are sprinkling the final seasonings.

Ceridwen's counter is bedecked in beef Wellingtons, each dish a wonderful warm flaky 
brown. She's pulling the final ones from her oven.

Katrine's counter holds a single, but huge, layer cake with sea blue frosting. It's 
decorated thoroughly with bright red cherries. She's carefully placing the last few ones.

You frown and step closer to the cake, there's something slightly off about its shape, 
something... your eyes go wide with sudden fear, it's non-euclidean!

Just as Katrine's rummaging for the last cherry you charge forward and shoulder-check 
the cake, topping it over the counter.

The chefs look appalled .The crowd gasps. 

“What is the meaning of this?” Father Friar demands.

You swipe some of the blue icing off your armour and hold before the crowd and Father 
Friar. You eke a little magic into it and it writhes.

“Eldritch frosting.” you say with disgust. 

You turn to Katrine. “Care to explain?”

The Selkie lets out an abashed giggle and replies “Smoke bomb?” One immediately 
goes off in your face.



As you cough and rub your eyes you hear a zip and fast padding footfalls. You burst 
through the cloud of smoke to see a short woman dressed in black scrubs and a 
surgeon mask fleeing the scene, she's left behind a half-woman half-seal Selkie suit. 
You've worked with her before, Dr. Disguise!

Guildee or no, her ass is yours. After her!

Quick VS Great [4]

[MBSW] [LQ]

If you have Heaven's Rise you can fly swiftly to succeed automatically.

Fail! Turn to 6.

Succeed! Turn to 15.

17
A teasing smile alights Corrine's lips. “Dejana, you know I can't break confidentiality.”

“You. Owe. Me.” You say in a harsh whisper. “I was knocked into goblin laundry. I 
smelled for weeks!”  

Unabashedly she answers “If that's all I can recommend some fine perfumes.”

You grit your teeth “Corrine. . .”

She turns up her nose definitely. “What? Are you going to hit me? Engage in some 
desperate torture? We both know how well that worked when Lord Marvin tried to get 
me to spill the beans on you.”

You flinch as if struck. You let her go.

She nods, turns and walks out from under the tapestry. Before she leaves she adds “I'm
sorry, I suppose that's dirty pool but business is business. Best of luck with your current 
job, I hope we meet again under better circumstances.”



And she goes.

In a foul mood you return to your vigil.

Turn to 13.

18
“Welcome back Ladies and Gentlemen, please be seated and we shall begin the final 
four rounds.”

The guests are seated and you're back on your vigil.

The first of the final rounds is intense all chefs cooking with speed and ferocity; the 
clack, clack, clack of their knives fills the hall.

Hemming, a Dwarven Vorpal chef, dices rock carrots to add to his deep dish pizza.

Fernand the dragon fire chef is caramelizing onions with Wilbert's breath.

Katarine the Selkie, her seal skin draped around her hips like a dress, cleans a red 
snapper.

Ceridwen the Elf cuts thin venison strips and tosses them onto her Temer's Frying disk.

Vaso the Cyclopes slices olives for his gyro.

As the contestants wrap up you suddenly get a bad feeling. You spot scrutinize each 
contestant and notice Hemming; his knife is raised over his shoulder, he's leering at 
Vaso.

You leap in the way.

Overcome Quick Vs Fantastic [6]



[MBSW] [TBA] [LQ] [A]

Fail!

The vorpal blade strikes you for 2 Stress. If you can't afford this then off with your head 
and start over.

Success!

You catch the handle in a completely sweet fashion taking no Stress.

Continue

The hall goes deadly silent.

“Oops.” The Hemming says with a malevolent grin.

Father Friar gestures and the offender becomes a statue of fried, sizzling, tofu.

There is a collective gasp.

“We'll have no more of that.” Father Friar sneers. He then collapses in his seat, the spell
seemingly having drained him.

He waves dismissively “Clear him away. Serve the dishes but no further eliminations 
this round. Once the guests have finished let the contest continue.”

Turn to 14.

19
Just before Ceridwen is converted you cry “Stop!”

Father Friar pauses, his fugu ready to plunge, and asks “Yes?”

All eyes turn to you.



You step to the Butterdale table and ask “Which dish do you think is better.”

“Irrelevant, I am the one to decide.”

“Humour me.” you state dryly.

To the Halflings you prompt, “Well?”

“In truth,” says their blonde poofey haired leader, “we found the pho rather bland. 
Ceridwen's dish, however, was beyond perfection.” 

He gives the good Father a steely eyed glare. “We are shocked at Mr. Friar's choice.”

“Halfings know nothing of good food.” Vaso snorts.

You let that stupidity sink in. 

You then leap onto a table and address the crowd. “Is there anyone here who thinks the 
pho was better?”

Not one peep.

“Dejana!” Father Friar seethes. “I hired you as a guard not a food critic. Stand down.”

“No.” You jab your finger at him. “If there's one thing I can't stand it's dirty business. 
Whether directed at me or someone else I will always call BS where I find it.

You never intended anyone but Vaso to win, admit it!”

The crowd murmurs in outrage . Father Friar just stands there, staring at you from 
behind his grinning mask. Ceridwen humphs and steps away from him.

Then you notice the fugu priests moving block all exists.



Uh oh.

“You know what? You're right. Vaso show your true form.”

The Cyclopes bows with a “Yes master.”  His features melt away and he shrinks. In 
moments a grey play-clay golem stands in his place.

“Ladies and gentlemen, the only true winner of Immortal Chef.” The good Father 
gestures to the golem. “ A trick box where I've stored the same peach over and over 
again so I could use it in the next contest.”

More outraged murmurs from the crowd.

The head Halfing jabs his finger at the Father. “You've made fools of us all Mr. Friar.”

He laughs. “That I have. Having dozens of the worlds finest chefs under my thumb has 
served the church well. 

And I will continue this charade. The only difference will be that this year, everyone, 
even the guests and hired security are losers!”

Father Friar laughs maniacally and starts to grow till he nearly touches the high vaulted 
ceiling. His red suit stretches and bursts revealing a muscly, white feathered hide. His 
arms, now wings, grow claws. His knees bend backwards and he stands like a chicken; 
only with big red shoes. He tears off his rubber mask and you see a leering demon with 
a white moustache and goatee. He wears a bulky, red, wide brimmed hat. 

“I am Cluckzabub! Master of the 11 germs and vices, the true right hand of my lord King 
Ron!” 

“Wonderful, infernal fried chicken.” you mutter dryly.

You throw out your arms and mystic energy ripples around you rising up like a column to
the heavens. You close your eyes and chant, your voice echoing with power:



“You who wings span inky sky and encompass stars.

Whose gaze sees all no matter how afar.

Bring forth your thunder, whose din terrifies evil hearts.

I call forth your child to rip and tear villains apart.

Great Dragon who seeks Blood heed my call.

Power of Xalladale be mine!”

Lighting strikes around you, your eyes open and shine with golden electricity. You float 
on currents of magic. There is a flash and a tremendous roar. Standing in your place is 
mighty Xalladale. 

Inside her stone heart you punch sideways, Xalladale follows suit and smashes through 
one of the walls. You/she then rakes down burying fugu priests in the debris and 
creating a large hole.

Your voice booms out of your mech. “Everyone run! This cheating cluck is mine!”

Conflict! Forceful VS Great [4] Mech Stress O O O

[MBSW] [TB] [IHTRF] [DS]

• First Roll: Cluckzabub breathes fry grease at you. His difficulty goes up by 
+1, if he hits you suffer 2 stress.

• Second Roll: Cluckzabub casts Haze Shift, his difficulty goes up by +2 but 
he's back to normal damage.

• Thrid Roll: Cluckzabub summons the Crispy Claws of Doom! His difficulty 
will stay up by +1 for the rest of this Conflict. 

Lose!

Cluckzabub serves Xalladale up extra crispy. 

Start over/

Win!

Turn to 30.

20



There's something off about the Cyclopes, you make a b-line for his station.

He's twelve foot tall with four arms. He wears a white apron and a tall chef's hat. His 
one blue eye stares down at you nervously as he sautes his onion mushroom mix.

“Can I help you?” he rumbles.

The slight Poshlund accent, his body language; functional but not quite comfortable in 
his own skin. He's no Cyclopes.

You step up to the counter, cross your arms and regard him critically. “Alright, what are 
you hiding?”

He nearly drops his pan. “N-nothing!”

You keep staring and tap your foot impatiently.

Looking anxious he says “Fine, fine.” and crouches down to whisper.

“I take this form because it's easier to cook with okay?”

“Who are you really?”

“None of your business.” He huffs. “Everything on my application pans out, no lie what-
so-ever. Are you saying a shapeshifters should be barred from this contest? Are you a 
speciesist?”

You take a nervous step back. “Err, heh, no, not at all.”

“Good.” he finishes tersely. “Now please let me get back to work.”

“H-heh. Carry on.” you retreat feeling like a heel. The nearby guests even tsk at you.

Out of sight you check with the staff, yes they do know about him. They request you be 
kind enough not to pry.



Still, you gain the Aspect In The Know [ITK]

You step out a little humbler.

Your lowered gaze allows you to catch something; the glint of steel. You focus to find 
swords and shields tucked underneath a table.

You rub your temple and continue to act aghast at your faux pas, as you walk past you 
spot three other tables with hidden arms.

Definitely, unequivocally, suspicious.

This time you choose subtly. You meander through the hall looking pensive, distracted 
but you're really keeping a close eye on the suspicious guests.

You don't have long to wait. One of the Elven princesses focuses her hate-filled gaze on
Father Friar and you're more than ready.

Conflict Quick VS... 

Your first strike takes out the princess and her retinue. 

The rest of the combat guests mount their shields and drawn their swords.

“Bloody fiend!”

“Fall to our holy blades!”

Their shields bear the crest of the heart and the torch; Knights of St. Cardiac!

Conflict Quick VS Good [3] Stress: O

[MBSW][TBA][LQ][A]

Lose!



Despite getting the drop on them they cut you to ribbons.

Start over.

Win!

If you won by summoning Xalladale turn to 23, otherwise...

Turn to 9.

 21
“Really?” You snort. 

“You're a special kind of stupid if you think they're capable of beating me.”

“Tonight you dine in Hell. We will expect a tip.” Says the burly leader of the Viking 
Waiters.

“You ready boys? Let's go all the way, yaaaaah!” Cries the leader of the Jugglers.

Conflict! Quick VS Fair [2] Stress O 

[MBSW] [LQ]

Lose!

Despite your bluster they trounce you. You're not hired.

Start over.

Win!

If you won by summoning Xalladale turn to 23, otherwise. . .

You kick the chest of the last Juggler and he collapses over top a comatose Viking 
Waiter. You dust off your armour and shoot a glare at Father Friar.

“Satisfied?”



“Quite.”

He rises and hands you a contract and a quill pen.

You look it over. Seeing the pay causes your eyes to bug out.  You swallow a strangled 
cry, cough and say “This is. . . adequate.”

You sign the contract and hand it back to the Friar.

“Excellent.”

Turn to  5.

22
The chefs continue their duel. 

Katrine mixes cake batter in an ancient stone bowl.

Ceridwen pushes a beef Wellington into her stove.

Vaso is using four hands to pull noodles.

You watch them and the entire hall from the dais. 

You take a moment to let out a long sigh and catch your bearings.

Aside Father Friar says to you “I trust you now understand why we need top notch 
security?”

You catch someone ducking behind one of the tapestries. “Yeah, the party never ends. 
Excuse me.”

You quickly make your way over and hear hushed cursing from behind the wall hanging.



Stepping behind it you find an old friend.

Corinne, she's a Half-Elf like yourself. Lighter skin, black hair in ringlets, a perfectly 
dolled up cute face and big blue eyes. She's wearing a close fitting red dress. If her 
illusion, the one that disguised her as a freckled Human, hadn't have faded you wouldn't
have recognized her.

She is fiddling at a secret door with some picks. On seeing you she eeps, before she 
can run you've seized her arm.

“Fancy meeting you here. You look well. Care to tell me what business brings you 
here?” There's steel in your tone, you haven't quite forgotten, or forgiven, the greased 
iron golem incident she last left you in.

Overcome Clever VS Great [4]

[MBSW] [TBA] [ITK]

Fail! Turn to 17.

Success! Turn to 27.

23
You've done it now, summoned Xalladale before her time.

Castle Cohles Teral lies before you in ruin, its blocky hat roof lying on a jaunty angle. 
Standing on top of it is a tiny Father Friar. 

He's jumping up and down waving his fists in impudent rage. 

Your audio scry picks up his screed. “Idiot!  Moron! You've ruined everything! We've 
been doing this for 7 years and now it's all gone! Grhaaaaah!” He screams to the 
heavens, falls to his knees and weeps.

You rub the back of your neck sheepishly and Xalladale does the same.



You're not getting paid and will have to answer to the Guild big time.

Start over.

24
You drive Xalladale's fist through Cakethulu's spongy head, it lets out an terrifying shriek
and explodes in a burst of green, eldrich icing. Xalladale's covered and, thanks to your 
psychic link, you feel goo all over.

“Yeck.” your complaint echoes from your mech. As you shake out your hands and 
wrists so does she.

It's then you hear tiny murmurs of indignation. You turn to see the patrons, they stand in 
the moonlight just outside the castle ruins; all covered in the remains of Cakethulu.

“Heh.” you laugh nervously. “Everyone alright?”

The crowd shouts and climbs over each other to express their outrage like a swarm of 
privileged ants.

“Silence.” Father Friar's command cuts through their indignity and all goes quiet. He 
stands aside from them, untouched, surrounded by taffy glopped fugu priests. He stares
up at you, his smiling king mask hiding his true expression.

“Aside from Vaso everyone lived.

Chef Ceridwen step forward.”

The Elf obliges, her natural dignity making up for her beslimed appearance.

“Seeing as you are the sole remaining chef I hereby declare you the winner of this 
year's Immortal Chef Competition.”

The crowd politely applauds. Ceridwen bows and is handed the golden peach.



“Furthermore, let it be known that all guests' dry-cleaning will be covered,” The crowd 
cheers uproariously.

“By the Blue Wanderer's pay.”

Your and Xalladale's shoulders slump but you suppose that's fair.

Still, even with said costs you've made out like a bandit. All in all not a bad night.

Gain the Arkham Bakery [AB] Aspect, which you may take with you into the next 
book.

The end, for now.

25
“General Alpha 5 pull you back into formation now. General Alpha 5, pull back you're 
entering Earth's atmosphere.” Says the panel of flashing lights beside you.

You're seated in a small box with an oval glass lid. Outside are stars and a huge blue 
green circle. Flying along are a wing of steel birds with chicken like legs and human 
arms overtop of their immobile, rectangular wings.

“What the Hell!” you cry and glare up beyond the page at your player.

“Did you seriously just turn to the wrong section?” You shout incredulously.

“General Alpha 5, pull up, pull up.”

You have no idea how to pull up. Shrieking you crash to the Earth.

To create a character capable of flying a General Class Titan please buy Apotheosis 
Drive ADX SD Mix: http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/product/117506/Apotheosis-Drive-X--
FatePowered-Mecha-RPG--SD-MIX

For more Dragon Trinity Crash please buy the ADX Anthology when it comes out.

http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/product/117506/Apotheosis-Drive-X--FatePowered-Mecha-RPG--SD-MIX
http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/product/117506/Apotheosis-Drive-X--FatePowered-Mecha-RPG--SD-MIX


For now though...

Start over.

26
As Ceridwin is escorted to Father Friar you step over to one of the tables.

You quickly sample the pho and find it, quite frankly, absolutely amazing. It brings forth 
memories of home sitting by the fireplace on a cold winter's day.

You fork a slice of Wellington into your mouth.

Your eyes go wide, a soft column of light surrounds you and a choir of Angels sing 
praises to divine dining . That's how amazing it is.

Ceridwen's dish is clearly better. Father Friar must know this.

You see the Good Father raise his hand to plunge the steel fugu into true winner's neck.

Intervene, turn to 19

Don't, turn to 29

27
A teasing smile alights Corrine's lips. “Dejana, you know I can't break confidentiality.”

“You. Owe. Me.” You say in a harsh whisper. “I was knocked into goblin laundry. I 
smelled for weeks!”  

Unabashedly she answers “If that's all, I can recommend some fine perfumes.”

You glare at her but then an idea strikes and you turn malevolent.



“Perhaps I need perfume but you need jewelry.”

Corrine cocks her head looking puzzled.

“A fugu medallion would be prefect right here.” You touch the crux of her neck and her 
eyes go wide.

“You wouldn't!”

You cross your arms and look callous. “We both have jobs Corrine, merely doing mine. 
I'm sure Father Friar would love to have you.”

She gapes in horror.

“Care to to give me a clue?”

She scowls and steps close. “Fine! I sold something to one of the contestants. Watch 
them closely. 

That's all you'll get out of me.”

“That's all I need, thank you Corrine.”

She hmphs, turns on her high heels and marches out;.

You sigh in relief. If she'd called your bluff you'd have nothing on her.

You step out from under the tapestry to watch the contestants closely.

Overcome Clever VS Good [3]

[ITK] [IHTRF]

Fail! 

Turn to 13



Succeed! 

Turn to 16.

28
All night you've watched the guests dine on succulent entries. Savoury, flaky beef 
Wellington, sizzling juicy steaks, lobster with clarified butter. You've got the coin, time to 
eat.

The guests have cleared out. The fugu priests sweep up and reset the tables. The 
remaining chefs tidy up and prep for the next round.

You step off the dias and give them a good look. A Selkie is frying up a wonderful 
halibut. The Cyclopes is stewing something that smells lovely. The dragon chef is 
roasting a kabob. The dark skinned Flf as just finished a vibrant, fresh fritatta which 
sitting on her counter.

You walk over to the Elf's station.

She greets you with a confident smile “Ah Blue Wanderer, a pleasure.

Ceridwen Davorka, at your service.”

“Is that,” you say pointing to the mixture of eggs, peppers, onions and sausage, “For 
sale?

“This?” she taps the dish with her fork. “It's my practice for the next round but it could be
yours I suppose, for five gold.”

You bite your lip, it looks good but...

She laughs, “I promise you'll not taste another like it.”

You stomach growls, you slap the coins down on her counter. “Sold.”

She chuckles again. “Enjoy.



 

Please don't mind me but I must complete my actual dish.” She turns shouts “Sizzer 
Fry!” and sets her oven ablaze with a jet of mystic flame and then pushes a roast inside.

Taking a fork you scoop up some fritatta and shovel it in. Suddenly your eyes go wide, 
your pointed ears droop, you moan like a zombie and are lost in flavor. 

Conflict Clever VS Good [3] Stress O 

[MBSW] [ITK]

You can use no magic in this Conflict, nor can you summon Xalladale.

Lose!

Your transported into a world of deliciousness . It's Heaven and you never want to 
leave. Start Over!

Win!

With a mere bite you find yourself in the mountains of delectableness. You make the 
steep decent to find the valley of exquisite taste. There at the banks of the river Yum 
you live with the Denizens of Enticement. After years of delight you forge a raft of will to 
drift along the heavenly waters of egg and cheese to finally retain consciousness at the 
precise moment you left it.

You swallow. 

“This is. . . good. Very nice.” You say through tears of joy.

Then you mow down the rest to attain blessed fullness.

Regain all Stress and gain the I Have Tasted Real Food [IHTRF] Aspect.

Turn to 18.

29
Your job's to guard, not to judge. You cross your arms and watch Ceridwen like a hawk.



She smirks and says dryly “Don't worry, I won't run.”

When the fugu priests go to grab her she shakes them off and walks purposefully up to 
Father Friar who holds a fresh medallion.

“I am so looking forward to your services. You'll go far.” He then plunges the spiked 
metal fish into her, she stiffens and then relaxes. 

“It's a pleasure Father.” she says with a bow.

He hands her the box with the golden peach. “Pass this to our winner will you?”

“Yes sire.” she says and, with her head held high hands Vaso the golden box with the 
peach.

The crowd cheers, triumphant music kicks up and you feel a light touch on your 
shoulder.

It's Father Friar with a velvet sack. He hands it to you, you look inside to see glittering 
gems.

“You'll be back next year I hope?” he asks.

You shake the gems appreciatively. “Count on it.”

Another job well done.

The end, for now.

30
Clukzabub is knocked flying from your final attack. Shrieking he falls with a rumbling 
crash. His body erupts in green flame and, in a matter of seconds, is consumed to 
charcoal.

Xalladale glows around you and vanishes, you float to land gently on the garish ruins of 



Castle Cohles Terhal.

The patrons stand together at the edge of the ruins. They cheer wildly. 

 

The fugu priests pull themselves out of the wreckage. At first they look dazed but this 
slowly melts to joy. They pull down their hoods, smile, laugh and whoop. Their 
medallions are nowhere to be found.

You climb down (or fly off) the ruins, the patrons meet you.

“Well done Blue Wanderer, you saved us all.” Says the Butterdale Master Critic. The 
rest of the crowd murmur and applaud in agreement.

You blush and chuckle with stage-fright, “Ha heh. It was nothing really. All in a days 
work for a Dracul.”

The critic laughs “If that's the case I'll keep my my lazy Halfling days. Truly, if there's 
anything you need just ask.”

“Well. . .” You gesture at the ground and shout “Busker Grace!” a blue, spectral top hat 
appears at your feet. 

Rubbing the back of your neck you say sheepishly “I am out of a job.”

“Fair enough.” The critic and then the rest of the patrons drop coins into your spell.

“Blue Wanderer!” a voice calls out from behind you.

You turn to see Ceridwen and the former fugu priests; most of the are bruised and 
battered but all are confident and cheerful.

“We owe you. Expect to eat very well.”

Your stomach growls and you grin. “Fine with me.”



Gain the Chef Saviour [CS] Aspect which you can bring with you into the next 
book. 

The end, for now.
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